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The 2012 FLA Rendezvous
will once again be hosted at Parramore's Fish Camp and Family
Resort in Astor, Florida the last
weekend of April: the 27th
through the 29th. This will be
our fourth year at this beautiful
location on the St. Johns River
near the Ocala National Forest.
We have been fortunate in finding not only such an accommodating facility but one that also
loves us and our dogs!
Parramore’s has 21 cabins
for rent and lots of RV and camping sites. Most cabins are 2BR,
but there are some 4BRs cabins.
Cabins are completely furnished (including
linens), have heat, air conditioning, and cable TV. All you have to bring is towels and
food items! You can view the cabins and
campground at www.parramores.com.
An added bonus is that with Parramore’s location on the St. John’s River,
there are numerous boat slips and fishing
boat rentals available. Several of the cabins
are overlooking the river. There is also a
swimming pool for registered guests.
Reservations can be made by calling
(800) 516-2386. You will need to make your
reservations early because spring is prime

DIRECTIONS from I-75:
Take Exit 354 (US27)
Go East 3 miles to US301/441
Turn right & go 1/2 mile (SR40)
Turn right and go 40 miles to Astor
Follow signs on to Riley Pridgeon Rd &
Parramore’s Resort

DIRECTIONS from I-95:
Take Exit 268 (SR40)
12
Go West 26 miles to Astor
Follow signs on to Riley Pridgeon Rd &
17
Parramore’s Resort

camping season, and the resort often fills up
quickly. Please tell Parramore’s that you are
with FLA so we will have an idea of how
many to plan for on site. For day trippers
coming only for Saturday, there will be signs
and ample parking, and as always, our registration table. We will also have a detailed
schedule of events available.
The FLA Board Members are hoping that
all FLA members, from near and far, can help
make 2012 the best Rendezvous ever. As
always, this is a fantastic time to get together
and discuss wolfdogs. Our agenda is structured around education and interaction;
we’ll have plenty of time throughout the
weekend to just talk about wolfdogs, visit
with friends, and meet new wolfdog owners!
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Florida Lupine Association

We would like to hear from our members! What would
you like to learn more about? Do you have an animal
with a specific medical condition and want to learn
more about it? Do you have a doggy recipe you would
like to share? Do you have specific questions you
would like us to answer or investigate? We will try to
address your questions or concerns.

A Federal Non-Profit Organization
EIN: 59-3586075
Dedicated to Being Florida’s
Responsible Voice for Wolfdogs

Letters, Advertisements & Pictures
should be sent to
Kim Miles, Editor
9525 Jamaica Drive
Cutler Bay, FL 33189
E-Mail: editor@floridalupine.org
All submissions will become property of
Florida Lupine unless accompanied by a SASE.

Dues, Donations, & Questions
about FLA should be sent to
Florida Lupine Association, Inc.
P.O. Box 142
Crescent City, FL 32112-0142
E-Mail: info@floridalupine.org
If sending snail mail,
please allow 2-3 weeks for a reply.

All original art, photos, drawings, articles and other material
within this newsletter are Copyright © and are the property of
FLA, Inc., except where otherwise indicated and credited.

ADVERTISEMENT INFORMATION
1/8 Page: $5.00
1/2 Page: $20.00

1/4 Page: $10.00
Full Page: $50.00

No Breeder Advertisements Allowed;
Kennels May be Advertised
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FLA Acknowledgements
Special thanks to those who provided donations or
contributed their services to FLA this quarter:
●
●
●
●

To Kent Ferrell for his wonderful short story “Ain’t Easy
Being Wolf”; we can’t wait for the second part of the
story to appear in the Summer edition!
To Holly Yager for coming on board! Holly is our newest
member of the FLA Board of Directors! She also has a
feature article in this newsletter.
To Drs. Foster and Smith for their entertaining and
educational materials, which they allow us to use.
To the many businesses and people who have contributed
to this year’s Rendezvous: Bookwise Publishing for their
books and other useful materials; Derrik Thompson for
the gorgeous cross he designed and created; Lupine
Collars for their leash/collar set; Richard Vickers for the
collar/lead set he designed and made; Fluff & Tuff for their
plush squeaky dog toys; Ronnie Thompson for the leads
he created; and the numerous people who will contribute
items to the auction at the Rendezvous.

Florida Lupine Association
Directors & Officers
Jody Haynes, President
Kim Miles, Vice President & Editor
Andrea Bannon, Treasurer
Pam Thompson, Secretary
Holly Yager Torres, Membership Coordinator

(All submissions will become property of
FLA unless accompanied by a SASE)

Deadlines for Submission:
Spring NL: March 15
Summer NL: June 15

Fall NL: Sept. 15
Winter NL: Dec. 15

Letters, ads, and articles may not reflect the views of FLA.
We welcome all comments, ads, and articles but require that
they are signed and include a phone number and address. FLA
and the Editor reserve the right to edit any material submitted
for publication in the Florida Lupine News Newsletter.
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From the Desk of the President
By Jody Haynes

There are two issues regarding the leadership of the
organization that I think need to be mentioned in this
column, and both involve board positions.
The first is that I have appointed Holly Torres to fill
the open position vacated when Sharon McCarthy
resigned. Holly has already fit right in and brought a
breath of fresh air to the board with her enthusiasm and
new ideas! She has also offered to take over the
Membership Coordinator position, which is one of the
most important positions on the board. Thank you, Holly,
for your willingness to join the board and be an active
and productive member of FLA.
The other issue is that the board has voted to open
up two more positions on the board at our next annual
membership meeting (i.e., the Rendezvous). Some of the
older directors are getting tired and need a break, and we

thought that it would be a good idea to bring a couple
more fresh faces onboard now so that the newer board
members can get some experience prior to the departure
of the older board members. If anyone is interested in
becoming a director of FLA, please contact FLA at
info@floridalupine.org
or
me
personally
at
president@floridalupine.org.
This Rendezvous appears to be a packed one. All of
the cabins are reserved, but daytrippers are welcome
and for those interested in staying over for the weekend,
we might be able to fit you into one of the occupied
cabins. We hope to see lots of old friends and new
members there again this year!
As always, you can also contact me with any
questions, concerns, or ideas for improving the
organization.

From the Desk of the Treasurer
By Andrea Bannon

I am really looking forward to
this year’s Spring Rendezvous; I want
to take this opportunity to thank everyone at Parramore’s—the staff, the
restaurant personnel, and even some
of the cabin’s owners. Everyone
there welcomes us and our animals
each year. And because we have
spent so much of our time at the pavilion, the owners have installed
lights and electricity there—
primarily because of us! They love to
see us and are trying their best to
accommodate our needs!
This year also looks like a promising year for the Rendezvous. Now
that the economy is doing better, we
will have a better turnout than we
have since the economic downturn
began in 2008. While we have had
nearly 100 people show up when we
were at Salt Springs, we haven’t seen
that in the last few years with the
poor economy. This year, however,
we are expecting a record turn out
for Parramore’s. All cabins have been
rented, from what I hear, but we still
have a few people who have expressed a desire to attend and spend
the night, so if you have room in your
cabin, please let the directors know

by sending an email to info@floridalupine.org or by posting
the information to the FLA Member’s
list on YahooGroups.
This year, we will be hosting a
graduate student who will be making
the following presentation: “The Role
of Human Interaction in Promoting
Behavioral Welfare for Captive Wolfdogs.” She has studied canines at Full
Moon Farm, Shy Wolf Sanctuary, and
Nite Howls Sanctuary. The owners or
representatives of all of these sanctuaries will also be attending.
We have also received some wonderful donations for this year’s auction, so bring your money! We plan to
be auctioning off a variety of very
nice educational wolf and wolfdog
books, a number of dog collars and
leads of varying lengths and thicknesses, clothing with various wolf
prints on them, wolf pictures and
posters, dog toys, etc.
And more than all of the above,
this rendezvous will be like all others—a good time for wolfdog people
to come together, with old friends
visiting each other and new friends
waiting to be made.
Whether you
are staying for the weekend or are a

day-tripper, you will have a good
time meeting fellow wolfdog people!
And, as always, we look forward
to welcoming new members. All
memberships expire on June 30th, so
it will be a great time to renew your
memberships for the coming year.
FLA is a non-profit organization, and
we depend on dues and tax deductible donations to allow us to continue
functioning. Only with your help can
FLA continue to exist! We would like
to continue growing FLA with more
new members, so please help spread
the word about FLA to other wolfdog
owners, encouraging them to join the
organization. The more people who
take an active interest in the organization, the better we can continue to
help wolfdog owners in Florida and
across the nation.
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From the Desk of the Membership Coordinator
By Holly Yager Torres

First of all, let me introduce myself. Most of you may
already know me, but my name is Holly and I have two
wolfdogs, Kasa and Blue. I have been around and
learning about wolfdogs most of my adult life, thanks to
my uncle, Thomas McCarthy.
I am the newest board member and the Membership
Coordinator for the Florida Lupine Association. I look
forward to seeing all of you at the Rendezvous and
working with the group to get more members to help
FLA survive and grow. One idea I have for a membership
drive is that every member work hard to recruit new
members and the member with the most recruits at the
end of the allotted time frame (to be announced at the
Rendezvous) will receive a one-year membership dues
paid for next year. If anyone has any other ideas for
recruiting new members, please share them with me and
we can work on putting these ideas into effect.
I am also happy to announce that we have another
wolfdog resource in Florida! Debbie Kimberlin (who is
the Drop Shots editor for Shy Wolf Sanctuary) and I have
started a new wolfdog organization: Wolfdog Assistance

From the Desk of the
Secretary
By Pam Thompson

Please join me in welcoming Holly as the newest
member of the FLA board. As Jody said, we will be
opening up more seats on the board and hope to see
additional members joining us and coming up with
fresh ideas to take FLA in even bigger directions!
Please consider coming aboard at the Rendezvous!
While FLA has received informational requests via
email, we have not received mail out requests for any
of our information. FLA provides the following
educational packets: (1) information for buyer’s to
consider before acquiring a wolfdog; (2) wolfdog
breeding and breeder information; (3) containment
and enrichment suggestions; (4) information on the
reading and understanding canine behavior; (5)
information on how to phenotype wolfdogs, dogs and
wolves; and (6) pamphlets and articles about canine
domestication and genetics. While all of the above
information
is
provided
on
our
website
(www.floridalupine.org), these packets are also free to
any interested in receiving them. If you know of
anyone interested in receiving a wolfdog
informational packet (e.g., your veterinarian, an
Animal Control or FWC officer, etc.), please contact
FLA at info@floridalupine.org.

Group and Support of SW Florida (WAGS). WAGS is
located in our area—the west coast of Florida. The goal
of WAGS is to help educate present wolfdog owners on
how to live more harmoniously with their animals and
to disperse the myths of owning wolfdogs to people who
“think” they would like to have a wolfdog.
I welcome your support in both FLA and in WAGS.
Together, we just might be able to make Florida and
other places a great home to wolfdogs and their owners!

Quality FLA T-Shirts!
Unisex 100% Cotton; Ladies 50/50% Cotton/Spandex
Price: $15 (+ $3 Shipping)
Adult Sizes: SM, MD, LG, XL, XXL
Colors: Beige, Blue, Green, Peach, Gray, White, etc.

Soon, we will be able to sell the T-shirts online; but for
now, contact FLA via email to place
your order. E-mail

T-Shirts!
FRON
T
BACK

us at
info@floridalupine.org.

OF T-S
HIRT
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FDA Continues to Caution Dog Owners About Chicken Jerky Products
Press Release: The Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
November 18, 2011
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) is again cautioning consumers that chicken jerky products for dogs (also sold as
chicken tenders, strips or treats) may be associated with illness
in dogs. In the last 12 months, FDA has seen an increase in the
number of complaints it received of dog illnesses associated
with consumption of chicken jerky products imported from China. These complaints have been reported to FDA by dog owners
and veterinarians.
FDA issued a cautionary warning regarding chicken jerky
products to consumers in September 2007 and a Preliminary
Animal Health Notification in December of 2008. After seeing
the number of complaints received drop off during the latter part
of 2009 and most of 2010, the FDA is once again seeing the
number of complaints rise to the levels of concern that prompted release of our earlier warnings.
Chicken jerky products should not be substituted for a balanced diet and are intended to be fed occasionally in small
quantities.
FDA is advising consumers who choose to feed their dogs
chicken jerky products to watch their dogs closely for any or all
of the following signs that may occur within hours to days of
feeding the products: decreased appetite; decreased activity;

vomiting; diarrhea, sometimes with blood; increased water consumption and/or increased urination. If the dog shows any of
these signs, stop feeding the chicken jerky product. Owners
should consult their veterinarian if signs are severe or persist for
more than 24 hours. Blood tests may indicate kidney failure
(increased urea nitrogen and creatinine). Urine tests may indicate Fanconi syndrome (increased glucose). Although most
dogs appear to recover, some reports to the FDA have involved
dogs that have died.
FDA, in addition to several animal health diagnostic laboratories in the U.S., is working to determine why these products
are associated with illness in dogs. FDA’s Veterinary Laboratory Response Network (VLRN) is now available to support these
animal health diagnostic laboratories. To date, scientists have
not been able to determine a definitive cause for the reported
illnesses. FDA continues extensive chemical and microbial testing but has not identified a contaminant.
The FDA continues to actively investigate the problem and
its origin. Many of the illnesses reported may be the result of
causes other than eating chicken jerky. Veterinarians and consumers alike should report cases of animal illness associated
with pet foods to the FDA Consumer Complaint Coordinator in
their state or go to http://www.fda.gov/petfoodcomplaints.

Follow-Up: Caution to Dog Owners About Chicken Jerky Products
Press Release: The Food & Drug Administration (FDA)
December 13, 2011
Tips for Consumers
The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) continues to
caution consumers about a potential association between the  Do not substitute chicken jerky products for a balanced diet.
development of illness in dogs and the consumption of chicken
The products are intended to be used occasionally and in
jerky products. The products—also called chicken tenders,
small quantities. Owners of small dogs must be especially
strips, or treats—are imported from China. FDA continues to
careful to limit the amount of these products.
receive complaints of sick dogs that their owners or veterinari-  If you choose to feed your dog chicken jerky products,
ans associate with eating chicken jerky products. FDA issued a
watch the dog closely. Stop feeding the product if your dog
cautionary warning to consumers in September 2007.
shows any of the following signs, which may occur within
Australian news organizations report that the University of
hours to days after feeding the product:- decreased appetite,
Sydney is also investigating an association between illness in
although some dogs may continue to eat the treats instead
dogs and the consumption of chicken jerky in Australia. At
of other foods- decreased activity- vomiting- diarrhea,
least one Australian firm recalled their chicken jerky product
sometimes with blood- increased water drinking or inand the recall notification stated it was manufactured in China.
creased urination
 Call your veterinarian if signs are severe or last for more
What is FDA Doing?
than 24 hours. Blood tests may indicate kidney failure
(increased urea nitrogen and creatinine). Urine tests may
 FDA, in addition to several veterinary diagnostic laboratoindicate Fanconi syndrome (increased glucose). Although
ries in the United States, is working to find out why these
most dogs appear to recover, some reports to FDA have
products are associated with illness in dogs. To date, scieninvolved dogs that have died.
tists have not been able to determine a precise cause for the
reported illnesses.
Consumers and veterinarians should report cases of animal
 FDA has conducted extensive chemical and microbial testillness associated with pet foods or treats to the FDA Consumer
ing but has not identified any contaminant.
Complaint Coordinator listed for their area. This article appears
on FDA's Consumer Health Information Web page
FDA continues to actively investigate the problem. Many
(www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/default.htm),
of the illnesses reported may be the result of causes other than
which features the latest on all FDA-regulated products.
eating chicken jerky.
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Laser Therapy Helping Dogs with Disc Disease
Press Release: University of Florida, College of Veterinary Medicine
By Sarah Carey
~ 24 October 2011

to purchase the equipment.
“We are currently seeing two to three patients a week
The use of lasers in veterinary medicine is not new, with intervertebral disc disease and we are routinely
but University of Florida veterinarians are now using the treating all of them with the laser,” Schubert said.
procedure postoperatively with great success in dogs with
The idea of studying the laser’s effectiveness on
paralysis caused by intervertebral disc disease.
patients with this disease came to Schubert after he heard
“Dogs that receive low-level laser treatment after a former colleague give a presentation on the effectiveness
initial surgery are walking a full week earlier than patients of laser treatment on animals receiving physical therapy
that do not receive the treatment,” said Dr. Tom Schubert, for various conditions.
a professor of small animal neurology at UF’s College of
“I started wondering if we could use this technique in
Veterinary Medicine. “This means less hospital time for spinal injury cases,” Schubert said. “In addition, I am
the patients, and less stress for patients and their owners.” always looking for projects for my residents, so Dr. Draper
Clinicians at UF’s Small Animal
and I did some research and
Hospital began using the procedure
reviewed the literature on the use of
routinely after results from a yearlasers to help spinal cord injury. Then
long study showed the laser’s
Dr. Draper put together a protocol.
effectiveness in patients with
Now we can see that indeed, the laser
intervertebral disc disease, which is
therapy does help our patients.”
the most common cause of
The laser used in the study was a
endogenous spinal cord injury.
Class 3b, of the near infrared range.
Schubert and Dr. Bill Draper, a small
“In humans, this wavelength has
animal
neurology
resident,
been shown to speed healing of
presented their study results in June
conditions such as muscle pain and
at the American College of
superficial wounds,” Shubert said. “In
Veterinary Internal Medicine’s
animals, it has been shown to prevent
annual meeting in Denver.
nervous tissue scarring, to promote
The study is the first ever to
nerve sprouting and to help heal
compare dogs with intervertebral
bruised spinal cords in rats.”
disc disease treated postoperatively
Schubert said light therapy is
with lasers to dogs not treated with
known to affect certain elements
lasers, Schubert said. He called the
within the body, resulting in
results “revolutionary.”
beneficial effects similar to how light
Thirty-four dogs were included Veterinary technician Amy Reynolds performs affects chlorophyll in plants.
in the study, with 17 in the a laser procedure on a dog with intervertebral
“After spinal cord injury, broken
treatment group and 17 in the disc disease in UF's Small Animal Hospital. down cells affect other cells, so you
control group. The overwhelming
want to restore normal metabolism
majority of the dogs — 75 percent — were dachshunds, a as soon as possible,” Schubert said. “One function of laser
breed genetically prone to intervertebral disc disease.
therapy is that it kind of kick-starts the metabolic chain at
All dogs included in the study came to the UF Small the mitochondrial level and thereby restarts the
Animal Hospital unable to walk, and some had lost the production of the energy the cell uses to maintain all of its
ability to experience the sensation of deep pain in their mechanisms.”
back legs. In addition, all of the dogs had their diagnoses
He said the results of the UF study were “amazing” for
confirmed through either MRI or CT scanning, and all several reasons. “Patients walk sooner, they avoid
underwent decompressive surgery after their diagnoses, additional medical complications, their owners save
said Schubert.
money and the animals are less stressed due to less
After receiving training and becoming certified in the hospitalization time,” Schubert said. “The results were so
laser’s use, Schubert convinced the laser manufacturer, profound that we’re doing this procedure now on all dogs
Thor Photomedicine Ltd., to loan the equipment to the UF that come to us with this condition.”
Veterinary Hospitals for the study’s duration.
Anyone seeking information about treatment of
“The company wanted proof that the equipment intervertebral disc disease in dogs may contact UF’s Small
works, so they were willing to loan it to us,” Schubert said, Animal Hospital at 352-392-2235.
adding that after the study was completed, UF found funds
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Salazar Announces Recovery of Gray Wolves in Western Great
Lakes, Removal from Threatened & Endangered Species List
Press Release: US Fish & Wildlife Service
States, tribes to assume management responsibility
WASHINGTON — Secretary of the Interior Ken Salazar
today announced that gray wolf populations in the Great
Lakes region have recovered and no longer require the
protection of the Endangered Species Act. The U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service is publishing a final rule in the Federal
Register removing wolves in Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin, and in portions of adjoining states, from the list of
endangered and threatened wildlife and plants.
"Once again, the Endangered Species Act has proved
to be an effective tool for bringing species back from the
brink of extinction," Secretary Salazar said. "Thanks to the
work of our scientists, wildlife managers, and our state,
tribal, and stakeholder partners, gray wolves in the western
Great Lakes region are now fully recovered and healthy."
The rule removing ESA protection for gray wolves in
the western Great Lakes becomes effective 30 days after
publication in the Federal Register. "Gray wolves are thriving in the Great Lakes region, and their successful recovery is a testament to the hard work of the Service and our
state and local partners," said Fish and Wildlife Service
Director Dan Ashe. "We are confident state and tribal wildlife managers in Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin will
effectively manage healthy wolf populations now that federal protection is no longer needed."
Wolves total more than 4,000 animals in the three core
recovery states in the western Great Lakes area and have
exceeded recovery goals. Minnesota's population is estimated at 2,921 wolves, while an estimated Lakes DPS to
be Canis lupus.
The Service also previously proposed delisting gray
wolves in all or parts of 29 states in the eastern half of the
United States. The Service continues to evaluate that portion of the May 5, 2011, proposal and will make a final separate determination at a later date.

Photo provided courtesy of the National Park Service

Photo provided courtesy of Scott Flaherty

Gray wolves were originally listed as subspecies or as
regional populations of subspecies in the lower 48 states
and Mexico under the ESA in 1973 and its predecessor
statutes before that. In 1978, the Service reclassified the
gray wolf as an endangered species across all of the lower
48 states and Mexico, except in Minnesota where the gray
wolf was classified as threatened.
More information on the recovery of gray wolves in the
Western Great Lakes can be found at http://www.fws.gov/
midwest/wolf/.
The ESA provides a critical safety net for America's
native fish, wildlife and plants. The Service works to actively engage conservation partners and the public in the
search for improved and innovative ways to conserve and
recover imperiled species.
To learn more about the Endangered Species Program, visit http://www.fws.gov/endangered/.
The mission of the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service is working with others to conserve, protect and enhance fish, wildlife, plants and their habitats for the continuing benefit of
the American people. We are both a leader and trusted
partner in fish and wildlife conservation, known for our scientific excellence, stewardship of lands and natural resources, dedicated professionals and commitment to public service. For more information on our work and the people who make it happen, visit www.fws.gov.
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Pain Management in Pets: An Owner's Guide
Press Release: University of Illinois, College of Veterinary Medicine
By Julia Disney, Information Specialist
February 6, 2012
There are many parallels between people and pets when it
comes to anticipating and addressing pain associated with surgical
procedures.
Dr. Jordyn Boesch, a boardcertified veterinary anesthesiologist
at the University of Illinois Veterinary Teaching Hospital in Urbana,
urges owners to talk with their veterinarian about the medications that
will be used in their pets to control
surgical pain and to work closely
with their veterinarian to manage
pain for optimal health outcomes.
"It is now accepted, thanks to a very large body of
scientific evidence, that animals experience pain in
much the same way that human beings do," Dr. Boesch
says.
While procedures like a spay, castration, tooth extraction, or lump biopsy may be necessary for the health
of your pet, these procedures will cause pain if adequate
pain medication is not administered. Pain medications
are more effective when they are given both before and
after such procedures. Controlling pain is important not
just for ethical reasons, but because studies show it can
also speed your pet's recovery.
"Pain causes the body to release a wide variety of
stress hormones that interfere with tissue healing," explains Dr. Boesch, "so decreasing
stress can lead to faster healing."
Dr. Boesch advises pet owners to discuss the pain management plan with their veterinarian
before any surgical procedure
and to ask specific questions:
What kind of pain medication
will be administered, and at what
points in the procedure? What
are possible side effects or risks
of those medications? What are
the instructions for administering
any pain medication at home
after the procedure? What signs
of pain should you watch for at
home?

Because the signs of pain may
not be easily detected, it is important
to consult your veterinarian for advice on general signs of pain as well
as signs that may be specific to your
pet's species or the procedure performed. A pet in pain may simply
appear more subdued, may stop eating or drinking, or may not want to
engage in favorite activities. Cats
may hide, stop grooming, or eliminate outside the litter box. The pet
may look at or lick an incision site or
"guard" the area that is painful. Unusual behaviors should not be ignored
or attributed simply to the stress of
visiting the vet's office.
Some species may not show any signs of pain at all.
"Farm animals such as horses and cattle, as well as birds
and small mammals such as rabbits, indicate pain even
more subtly because, as prey species, they have evolved
to hide signs of pain from predators," says Dr. Boesch.
Just as in human medicine, veterinary medicine
makes use of a range of pain medications suited to various conditions. Sometimes using more than one pain
medication together, such as morphine (or related
drugs) plus an anti-inflammatory drug, is needed and is
more effective than either one used alone. And sometimes, other non-drug treatments such as physical therapy or icing an incision can help tremendously, too.
Dr. Boesch stresses the importance of giving pets
only the medications and doses
indicated by a veterinarian. "Pet
owners should never take their animal's pain management into their
own hands," she says. "Giving an
over-the-counter human pain medication to a cat, for example, could
kill the cat. Owners must consult
their veterinarian before giving
their pet any medicine or supplement."
If you have any questions about
pain management in your pet,
please consult your local veterinarian or call the anesthesiologists at
the University of Illinois Veterinary
Teaching Hospital.
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An Afternoon with Steve Johnson and Kasa
By Holly Yager and Ryan Legan
The Florida Lupine Association
Rendezvous always holds a special
place in my heart every year. Last
year was more special than the others because I finally have two beautiful additions to our family: Kasa,
born March 13, 2010 and Blue, our
rescue, born January 25, 2010.
The FLA Rendezvous always
guarantees education, fun, and fellowship with wolfdog owners and
wolfdog lovers alike.
For the 2011 Rendezvous, the
guest speaker was Steve Johnson, an
animal behaviorist from Texas. His
topic was “Manners First,” which
made us listen more intently.
Before I talk about what we
learned from Steve, here’s a little
background on Kasa and Blue. Kasa
was obtained from a breeder when
she was seven weeks old and has
been headstrong from day one. Blue,

Steve Johnson, Behaviorist

on the other hand, was rescued
March 13, 2010 and has been willing
to learn and is not at all as headstrong as Kasa.
With that being said, we move
on to the Rendezvous 2011. We noticed Steve had been observing the
people and the dogs on Friday night,
really not saying too much pertaining to some of the dogs and their
behaviors—namely Kasa.
As we all sat and listened to Steve and his views on working with
our animals, you could see and hear
the skepticism of the audience. Lots
of questions were being asked and
opinions being voiced.
At the end of his speech, Steve
asked for volunteers to demonstrate
what he had been speaking about
and was met by much hesitation,
including ourselves. But we were at
wit’s end with Kasa and her lack of
manners. She was always pulling on
her lead, hesitant of people, doing
what she wanted to do, and not listening to us or responding to her
name.
After observing Steve working
with Midnight and Adohi, we decided to speak to Steve about Kasa. We
were still reluctant, but you can’t
learn new things if you don’t inquire
and observe.
Steve graciously took on the
challenge of working with us and
Kasa. He spoke to us about our habits and what we had been doing to
try to get more control over Kasa
and her behaviors. As Steve worked
with Kasa using a choke collar and a
six foot lead, other members closely
observed his techniques. He was
stern, demanding Kasa’s undivided
attention, along with giving her reassurance and guidance, too.
Within a short period of time,
Steve had Kasa walking on lead
without hesitation and with no pulling. She was responding to her name

Holly & Kasa
and giving him her undivided attention. The most impressive thing he
had achieved with her was the ability to get her to lay down next to
him without argument—and stay,
laying there, lead loosely dangling
on the ground with him walking all
around and over her without her
trying to get up or flinching.
The majority of the group that
was skeptical of Steve and his methods became more understanding of
him and his training techniques as
they saw his results — even entertaining the idea that they would
have him work with them and their
animals if he lived closer.
Steve continued to speak with us
throughout the weekend, giving us
advice. He explained that Kasa was
not being headstrong, but was just
asking questions in the way that
dogs know how to ask. Our job is to
learn to listen to these questions and
be able to answer accordingly.
As we have been working with
Kasa, with the advice and tools Steve had given us, she has become
calmer, less reluctant of strange situations, and more confident in our
ability to lead her.
Life is good!!!! Thank you Steve
and Florida Lupine Association!!!!!
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Caspian Releases Microchip Cancer Report
Sets record straight after misleading claims by HomeAgain and VeriChip implant manufacturers
Press Release: CASPIAN (Consumers Against Supermarket Privacy Invasion and Numbering)
November 19, 2007
have made inaccurate public statements about the research
A new paper titled "Microchip-Induced Tumors in La- findings in an effort to confuse the public.
boratory Rodents and Dogs: A Review of the Literature
Scott Silverman, CEO of the VeriChip Corporation
1990–2006" (located online at www.antichips.com/cancer/ which makes the controversial VeriChip human implant,
index.html) has been released today by CASPIAN. The full, recently provided inaccurate information to Time Magazine.
48-page paper provides a definitive review of the academic
Mr. Silverman is quoted as saying that none of the tuliterature showing a causal link between implanted radio- mors found in mice in a 2006 French study were malignant.
frequency (RFID) microchip transponders and cancer in In fact, not only were the tumors malignant sarcomas, but
laboratory rodents and dogs. In addition, a brief, four-page most of the afflicted animals died prematurely as a result of
synopsis of the full report is being made available.
the microchip-associated tumors.
Eleven articles previously published in toxicology and
In addition, Destron Fearing, makers of the HomeApathology journals are evaluated in the report. In six of the gain pet implant, dismissed a finding of fibrosarcoma--a
articles, between 0.8% and 10.2% of lahighly lethal cancer--as 'benign' in a
boratory mice and rats developed maligrecent report.
nant tumors around or adjacent to the
A fibrosarcoma is a type of
There’s no way in the world,
microchips, and several researchers sugsarcoma,
a malignant tumor of soft
having read this information,
gested the actual tumor rate may have
tissue that connects, supports or surthat I would have one of those
been higher. Two additional articles rerounds other structures and organs of
chips implanted in my skin, or
ported microchip-related cancer in dogs.
the body. Dr. Timothy Jennings, an
in one of my family members.
In almost all cases, the malignant tuexpert on implant-induced cancers in
Given the preliminary animal
mors, typically sarcomas, arose at the site
humans, said he was "not aware of any
data, it looks to me that there’s
of the implants and grew to surround and
nosology incorporating an entity of
definitely cause for concern.
fully encase the devices. In several cases
'benign fibrosarcoma'" and agreed that
the tumors also metastasized or spread to
"any tumor classified as sarcoma
~
Dr.
Robert
Benenza,
other parts of the animals.
should be viewed as malignant."
Director Cancer Biology Genetics
Public revelation of a casual link be"Either VeriChip and the makProgram, Memorial Sloantween microchipping and cancer in aniers of HomeAgain actually don't unKettering Cancer Center
mals has prompted widespread public
derstand the difference between a beconcern over the safety of implantable
nign fibroma and a malignant fibrosarmicrochips. The story was first broken to
coma," noted Dr. Albrecht, "or they're
the public in September through an article written by Associ- deliberately lying to the public. Either way, it's clear they
ated Press Reporter Todd Lewan. Prior to the AP story, the can't be trusted. We hope our new report will set the record
journal articles were completely unknown outside of small straight."
academic circles.
The report includes a one- to three-page writeup on
"The AP did a superb job informing the public of the each of the original studies. In addition to a detailed review
existence of these journal articles," said Dr. Katherine Al- of the academic literature, the report contains recommendabrecht, a leading privacy expert and long-time VeriChip op- tions for patients, pet owners, veterinarians, and policy makponent who authored the new paper. "Unfortunately," Dr. ers, including the following: (1) Further microchipping of
Albrecht added, "a lot of misinformation about the cancer humans should be immediately discontinued; (2) Implanted
research has circulated since Mr. Lewan's article was pub- patients should be informed in writing of the research findlished. I wrote the report to set the record straight."
ings and offered a procedure for microchip removal; and (3)
The animal-microchip study findings were so compel- Policy makers should reverse all animal microchipping manling that one of Mr. Lewan's sources, Dr. Robert Benezra, dates.
head of the Cancer Biology Genetics Program at the MemoAs part of its public awareness campaign, CASPIAN will
rial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center in New York, was quot- be issuing copies of the new report to leading policy and
ed as saying, "There's no way in the world, having read this decision makers.
information, that I would have one of those chips implanted
The full 48-page report and four-page synopsis are also
in my skin, or in one of my family members."
immediately available for public download at http://
Nevertheless, representatives of the chipping industry www.antichips.com/cancer/.
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Vaccinate Your Dog at Home
By Drs. Foster & Smith Educational Staff
It’s easier than you think…. Vaccinating at home is a much Then inject ...
less expensive way to vaccinate your dog. You can save a lot it's easy!
of money doing your dog's vaccinations yourself.
Subcutaneous
It's Easy
vaccines:
While you may feel a little nervous the first time, it gets easier every time you do it. Most vaccines are given under the
loose skin over the shoulder. View our "How to Give Your
Dog a Vaccine at Home" video for additional help.
It's Guaranteed Fresh
Because we sell so many, we receive fresh vaccines every
week. All of our vaccines are shipped with ice packs in an
insulated carton and in strict accordance with federal regulations. We also recommend that you request Next Day or
Second Day Air service when you order vaccines.

Most vaccines
may be given
just
beneath
the skin. For
dogs, the best
and least sensitive area is the loose skin over either shoulder. Avoid the area between the shoulder blades. Simply lift
the skin, insert the needle, pull back slightly on the syringe
plunger to be sure the needle is not in a blood vessel (if it is,
blood will enter the syringe as you pull back the plunger),
and then administer the vaccine. This method is called subcutaneous (under the skin) vaccination.

It's Less Stressful On Your Pet
The comfortable surroundings of your home are the most Intramuscular vaccines:
natural and relaxed place to vaccinate your pet. And it's Some vaccines may also be given intramuscularly (into the
convenient to you.
muscle). However, if given the choice, the subcutaneous
method described above is the easiest and safest way for you
We're Here To Help You
to administer vaccines. There are certain vaccines that must
If you ever have any questions about vaccinating your pet be given intramuscularly. Have a veterinary professional
and want us to walk you through the procedure, please feel show you how to give an intramuscular vaccine.
free to call one of our representatives at 1-800-381-7179 .
Or if you would like more information about vaccines, Intranasal vaccines:
please visit our Pet Care Center.
Most intranasal vaccines need to be mixed like injectable
vaccines. After mixing, the needle is removed and an adaptHow To Vaccinate Your Pet
er supplied by the manufacturer is placed on the end of the
syringe. In some cases the vaccine is drawn up into a dropper. Generally the entire dose is given, half in each nostril. It
is normal for animals to sneeze or shake their heads after
the vaccine is given.

1. Tighten the needle on the syringe and insert it into the liquid
vial. Withdraw all the liquid, unless
it is a multi-dose vial. Then withdraw 1 ml (1 cc).

3. Remove needle and syringe and
shake vial as shown for a few seconds to mix well. Insert the needle
back into the vial and withdraw the
entire mixed contents.

2. If a second vial contains freezedried or powdered portion of vaccine, inject the liquid into that vial.
If there is no second vial, proceed
to Step 4.

4. Inject any large amount of excess air in the syringe back into the
vial. Remove the needle and syringe from the vial. You are now
ready to give the vaccine.

Note: If your dog is sensitive or hard to handle, ask someone to help you hold your dog while you give the vaccine.
Use Needles & Syringes Only Once
With any vaccine or injectable medication, always use a separate sterile needle and syringe for each injection. Safely
dispose of all used syringes and needles. If you have any
questions about vaccinating your pet at home, please feel
free to call one of our representatives at 1-800-381-7179.
Copyright © 2011 Drs. Foster and Smith, Inc. Reprinted as a
courtesy and with permission. Article is located at www.
drsfostersmith.com/pic/article.cfm?d=155&articleid=2921.
Online store: http://www.DrsFosterSmith. com.
Free pet supply catalog: 1-800-323-4208
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Ain’t Easy Being Wolf
By Kent Ferrell
PART I
Morris Talbot could see small patches of white through the
pine boughs, but the timber was too thick to identify anything in
the valley floor below. The big bay gelding’s shoes made crunching sounds on the frozen snow as he made his way along the ridge.
The wind was in the right direction to carry his scent away from
any elk or deer that might be grazing below. Talbot called the
valley that lay in front of him “Paradise Found,” and it ran generally southwest to northeast and was postcard perfect. As he and
the bay gelding named Taco turned almost north and descended
the gentle slope, the timber began to thin. He slowed the horse
even more, not wanting to spook anything that might be there.
Talbot had been careful about his approach to make sure he and
Taco were not silhouetted against the skyline or the setting sun
because hunting season wasn’t too far behind them and the elk
and deer were still on high alert for any movement.
If there were elk there, Nunzie would surely want a count.
Gene L. Nunzie, also known as General
Nazi by the ranch hands when he was out
of earshot, was the ranch manager, but he
also ran the outfitting and hunting operation. In fact, most of his focus was on the
hunting operation. Securing grazing leases
in the National Forest Service’s land and
the day-to-day cow-calf operation had
been turned over to the second-incommand, Pete Paxton. And Pete was the
only reason Talbot was still employed
here.
Like a lot of the cow-calf operations in the Northwest, a big
chunk of their income came from the hunting operation, and
Nunzie was very protective of that. The BLT ranch (Bradley and
Loraine Townsend) was a big operation, and under their ownership, each employee was allowed to take an elk or a mule deer
during season. It was a nice perk as half of the hands had families,
and that went a long way in reducing the grocery bill. But five
years ago when the Townsends had finally gotten too old to run
the operation and turned it over to their kids, they immediately
sold it.
Initially, employees were told the operation was purchased by
a family-owned agriculture operation out of California and that no
one should worry—that nothing was going to change. It didn’t for
about two months while the new owners were preparing for reorganization. The reality was that a large corporation had bought the
operation, and the only truth in what the employees were told was
that it was from California. As soon as everything was in place, the
new management fired the old ranch manager and laid off most of
the full-time staff, including a nearly indispensable vet technician
that was also a “do-anything” handyman. They canned all of the
men that worked the hay, potato, and soybean operation and most
of the cowboys. They kept one mechanic, two full-time cowboys,
one of the men that worked the feed mill operation, and a young
kid that was fresh out of vet school and very green behind the
ears. But by some stroke of common sense they kept Pete Paxton,
their very best cowman. They had originally laid Talbot off but
realized they actually needed him as he and Pete were the only

ones that actually knew the topography of the farm and ranch well
enough to find everything on this huge place. They fired all the
horses, too. Actually they sold off one of the finest strings of ranch
horses in the entire region and put everyone on 4-wheelers. They
brought in day workers from their operation in California—people
who didn’t know the back end of a horse from the front—for the
farming duties and hired day labor cowboys to move stock. Some
of those they did end up keeping on a semi-permanent basis.
While 4-wheelers have their uses, the “rocket scientist” now
running this operation soon discovered there were some things
that just couldn’t be done on them; slipping up on elk and deer
for a head count was one of them.
One of the very first things that Nunzie did was to forbid the
cowboys from carrying a rifle with them to reduce the temptation
of poaching. Everyone yelled “foul” and tried to reason with Nunzie, explaining that this wasn’t California and the rifles were for
self defense, not poaching. Nunzie wouldn’t budge, telling them
their pistols would be enough. Some
threatened to quit, arguing that not everything out there could be reasoned with,
and some things, like the bears (grizzlies,
browns, and blacks), could even eat you.
There was also the increasing number of
wolves, but still he wouldn’t budge. Since
jobs were in short supply, everybody
bitched but nobody quit.
Nunzie finally did change his mind
when two of the cowboys surprised a big,
old, cranky black bear guarding a kill. The
bear put one of them in the hospital for almost a month after they
pumped six shots into him from a .357 magnum pistol. When the
ordeal was over, the bear was still able to leave under his own
power; the cowboy was not. And, when the cowboy finally got out
of the hospital and back on his feet, he sent Nunzie to the dentist
to correct some misaligned bridge work. Talbot now carried his
Marlin .45-70 with potent hand loads in his saddle scabbard
where he had always carried it before.
Talbot went out on an expedition for the spring elk count and
pasture survey on the BLT lease land. His report would tell the
ranch manager when they could start moving cattle to the higher
ranges. Through the thinning pines and spruces, he could see
more of the valley floor where there were large patches of green
mixed with equally large patches of snow and split by the stream
that bisected the valley. Every time Talbot saw this place, he decided that he would like to settle down here, but there was only
one problem; it wasn’t his and never would be. He rode out of the
timber into the open, pulling Taco to a halt. There were no elk to
be seen anywhere; in fact, there was nothing moving down there.
The wind was quartering in from the west-northwest, and it had a
bite to it. He looked up at the brooding sky; there would soon be
snow. Before he left yesterday, the weather forecast said this front
would move through quickly, and tomorrow it would be clearing
in the afternoon. Based on years of being out-of-doors, Talbot
knew that the forecast was not likely to prove true.
He was headed to a partially stocked line shack about a quarter of a mile east of him and down the ridge where the stream bed
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exited the valley. A fire, some chili and
cornbread, and a good book sounded a lot
better than sleeping in the back seat of his
truck like he did so much of the time on
these field trips.
One last glance down the valley and he
pulled Taco’s reigns around to the right
and then stopped! Was that movement?!
This valley was almost 1½ miles long, and
toward the northeast end, about a mile out,
it hooked around slightly to the right and
narrowed some before it was pinched off into a shallow box canyon by the two ridges that ran the length of it. Talbot and Taco
were standing in the only easily accessible place where you could
survey the entire valley. About three fourths of a mile out, there
was a low, barren promontory that jutted out where the slope met
the valley floor. Just this side of the promontory, the slope angled
upward toward the timber again. There was something dark there
in the snow. It was stopped now. Talbot squinted to verify that his
aging, though still keen eyes were not playing tricks on him. Sure
enough, it moved toward the timber, slowly, but it moved, and
then stopped and moved again. It was just too far to get a good fix
on the animal, but he was pretty sure it was a black bear foraging.
Somehow the movements just weren’t quite right, so at the last
minute, he decided to put his field glasses on it. Hurriedly, he
reached for his saddlebag. With his gloved hand, he fumbled with
the buckle. Finally, he pulled the field glasses free and put them
up to his eyes just as whatever it was moved into the deeper shadows of the timber. All that he could see was that it
was furry and about the right color for a black.
“Well,” he thought, “that could be one reason there
were no elk.” Putting away the field glasses, he knew
he’d need to be alert, especially when he started
cooking—not that his cooking was gourmet rated,
but after hibernation, bears gorge themselves on
whatever is edible, and the easier to get, the better.
Bears rarely die in hibernation, but due to lack of
food after a cold winter, bears can starve, especially
cubs. Though beautiful, nature is a harsh mistress.
Not keen on entertaining uninvited guests tonight, Talbot reined Taco around and headed for
the cabin. The cabin and corral were located on a
flat spot a safe distance above the stream bed so that
heavy rains and the spring thaw didn’t flood the
cabin or wash it away. He rode his horse into the
corral, dismounted, and tied Taco off to the gate post; then he
methodically began the unsaddling routine. He unstrapped the
scabbard and rifle and put them on the outside of the fence, and
next unstrapped the saddlebags and hung them over the fence. He
then unclipped the breast harness strap that ran between Taco’s
front legs and to the front girth strap. Next he unbuckled the left
side breast harness strap from the saddle’s flat plate rigging; then
he unbuckled the rear flank strap, and finally he unstrapped the
front girth strap, letting it dangle. There was a reason for this careful sequence. Even if Taco spooked, now the saddle would just fall
off onto the ground with little or no harm done. The front girth
strap is unstrapped last so that if the horse blows up, the saddle is
less likely to roll around under the horse and get torn up because
he panicked and got his feet hung up in the breast collar or rear
girth. As a kid, Talbot had hiked almost 10 miles out of a west
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Texas sand wash in riding heels because
he hadn’t properly tied up the horse and
had unstrapped the front girth first. Not
only did his prize Nocona saddle get torn
up by a three-year-old bronc, but the
horse ran off and wasn’t caught until the
fall cattle roundup. His dad had no mercy on him; blistered feet and all, he still
got his backside busted for that one.
Walking around to the offside of
his horse, he tied up all the rigging to the
saddle horn and dragged the saddle, saddle blanket, and pad off
his horse.
The corral was very near the house since the available space
to build the cabin and corral were very limited. He threw the saddle over the hitching post by the door. He found the key and unlocked the padlock; then he pushed the door inward with his foot.
Out here in the middle of nowhere, the locks only kept the honest
folks out. Before Nunzie, they never locked them. Vandalism was
rarely ever a problem, and if someone really needed shelter, they
didn’t have to break a window to get in. All appeared well inside
the cabin, but you never know. Over the years, he’d been met by
some interesting passersby in these old cabins; the most unsocial
was a very unhappy wolverine. Of course, he’d never met a wolverine that was happy either.
Moving the saddle and blanket inside, he closed the corral,
took the headstall and bit off Taco, and brought those things, his
saddlebags, and rifle inside. First order of business was to feed his
horse, so he pulled the small bag of crimped oats and
alfalfa pellets out of his saddlebag and poured them
into a feed bucket that hung on the corral for Taco.
Then he discovered there was no hay in the dry shed.
This cabin hadn’t been stocked since before the winter’s snows, and although the hay would not have
been the freshest, kept in a dry shed, no horse that
had been on a cold trail all day would have turned it
down. Now Taco would have to do with what grazing
he could paw out from under the snow.
Considering there was no hay, he wondered
what the people food stash looked like and soon
found out. At least there was coffee. A closer inspection turned up two packages of Ramen noodles (not
exactly cowboy fare) and some tomato soup. There
was one can of Wolf Brand chili and four cans of
boiled whole chickens. “Damn!” he growled. “I
wouldn’t feed that to a starving dog.”
He made a fire, put on some coffee, brought in some more
firewood, and then started dinner. He made a hearty meal of Ramen noodles and chili and settled down with a Louis Lamoure
novel. There were about a dozen novels there, half of which he
had already read. He chose Kilrone and stretched out in the
rough-hewn chair in front of the fire.
About 20 pages into the book, he needed to refill his coffee;
while the water was boiling, he decided to take a look outside. It
was dark now, and it was snowing. After a check on Taco, he
closed the door, poured his coffee, and returned to his book. But
before he could open the book again, he heard Taco whinny. It
was a warning whinny; he knew it too well. Reaching into his saddlebag, he drew out his old single-action Colt .45 and checked the
(Continued on page 14)
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cylinder. It was loaded; he knew it was but checked it anyway.
Looking out the window, he checked his horse. In the darkness
and falling snow, he couldn’t make out much more than a silhouette of Taco, but he could tell which way Taco was looking. Whatever was out there was on the east side of the cabin. Quickly, Talbot looked that way. Something moved! There was something at
the edge of the trees. He was not in the mood for a bear this time
of night … or any other time, for that matter.
Sticking the pistol in his belt, he drew the .45-70 out of its
scabbard and reached for the powerful LED light in his saddlebag
where the pistol had been. Checking the chamber to verify it was
loaded, Talbot pushed the cross-bolt safety off and pushed the
door open slowly.
Talbot had spent a lot of his life in the wilderness, but there
was always that anxious moment, the butterflies, when you step
out into the darkness to face who knows what, not quite knowing
how it was going to end. The earlier bear sighting was fresh in his
mind, and he knew that black bears injured and killed more people than any other wild animal in the North American wilderness.
And if that was what was out there, it was not long out of hibernation, was definitely hungry, and would certainly be out of sorts.
He stepped out and swung the light and rifle toward the east
end of the cabin. Nothing! Slowly he moved along the edge of the
cabin with his light in one hand and cocked rifle at the ready in
the other. He thought he heard something from beyond the end
of the cabin. He stopped and listened, but the fresh fallen snow
and the distant stream muffled the sound. He stayed still and
strained to hear. Then he heard it again. It
made a sound but the soft, muffled thud
made the distance hard to judge. Something
was definitely there. Normally, a shot or
two would frighten the animal away, but he
didn’t want to just start shooting randomly
in the dark until he knew exactly what was
out there and where it was
He eased to the end of the cabin. He
shined the light toward the edge of the timber where he thought
the sound had originated. There was nothing. Then he aimed the
light down the hill toward the stream. Nothing there either. Suddenly there was a hard thud just to his right. He swung the light
and rifle in one motion. There was something big and furry flopping in the snow. Then he recognized it! His heart leapt to his
throat. “Son of a b—,” Talbot cut his epithet short. It was a wolf, a
large, dark one! He almost fell trying to put some distance between him and it while also jerking his rifle around to fire. But in
that moment of panic and surprise, some innate or ingrained
sense told him something was very wrong. It was then that Morris
Talbot realized the wolf was terribly injured. When it tried to rise
and flee, he saw just how bad it was. The left shoulder was torn
open with blood oozing from the wound; the right, back leg was
all askew. As the initial shock subsided and the adrenaline washed
though his system, his mind began to process what his eyes saw.
Blood was caked over the wolf’s front quarter. Talbot wondered
how he’d gotten this far. This animal was more dead than alive,
but even so, Talbot had seen mortally wounded animals inflict
deadly serious injuries, so with that in mind, he moved a few steps
further back to put a little cushion between him and the business
end of that big predator.
Talbot swung the light back to the wolf’s head and raised his
rifle to put this poor thing out of its misery only to discover something even more heartrending. Laying there in the snow in front of
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the wolf was a wet, freezing pup no more than a couple of weeks
old. Talbot was a strong man; he had seen the cruel brutality of
nature play itself out many times, but this just tugged at his heart:
“Dear God, why hadn’t this wolf been alone, better yet why hadn’t
it died somewhere in the forest?” He wondered if God was chastising him for something untoward he’d done. Lord only knew
there was plenty to pick from. As he watched, the pup tried making its way back to the half-dead adult. What was he going to do?
Talbot knew what he had to do. However, doing it was another thing altogether. It finally registered on the cowboy just how
cold it was and how much it was snowing. Going back into the
cabin, he retrieved his jacket, hat, and gloves. After donning them,
he pulled his hand-forged camp knife from the saddlebag. Going
back outside, Talbot cut a long bough from a nearby pine and
trimmed it of all its branches except one of the larger ones that he
cut to about eight inches long. Now he had what looked like a
large, primitive fish hook, and that’s exactly what he planned to
use it for—to drag the freezing puppy away from the dying mother.
At Talbot’s return, the wolf tried to raise her head and growl.
It didn’t appear there was much fight left in the thing, but he knew
way better than to trust appearances. Some years back, he was
trying to vaccinate a calf that was just about dead from a severe
case of scowers (that is diarrhea in cowspeak). It was laid out on
the cold, wet ground and looked like he was ready for the coyotes.
When he popped that needle into the calf’s hip, the animal exploded, kicking him in the groin so hard that it made him sick.
He rolled around on the ground, trying to throw up. The calf,
meanwhile, jumped up and ran off to
parts unknown. Nope, Talbot learned the
hard way not to trust appearances.
Taking the hooked end of the pine
branch, he reached out to snag the puppy.
It yelped and the mom mustered enough
strength to rise up and snap at the branch.
Talbot wrestled the branch away from the
weakened wolf. The second try was a little
better, but she still came after the baby. He pulled it away, and she
collapsed, watching him helplessly as he carefully picked up the
pup with one hand while preparing to fend off the momma with
his pine stave. It was very sad to see the helplessness of the mom
as he disappeared around the corner with what was probably her
last pup. Taking up his rifle, he went back into the cabin.
Now that he had this thing, what was he going to do with it?
There was some calf manna in the make-shift pantry used for orphaned calves. Talbot didn’t know but he figured it was probably
better for the pup than the canned evaporated milk that was also
sitting there; that would for sure give the pup a case of scowers.
He dried the pup as well as he could, wrapped it in his now dry
saddle blanket, and put it several feet back from the fire. The
pup’s struggles to escape the drying process were pitiful at best. It
was very weak and there wasn’t much heat in its little body.
Pouring water into a pan, he relit the butane stove to heat the
water. He went to his saddlebags and from his veterinary supplies
found some items and laid them out. An idea came to him. On a
good day, it was an insane idea (he knew that), but he had to do
something. While the water was heating and the puppy whining,
he went out and retrieved the tarp that covered the wood, all the
while keeping an eye out for the severely injured mother. A dangerous bleeding bite in weather like this and no help for miles
around could arrange for you a premature meeting with St. Peter.
Talbot brought in more than enough wood to make it through the
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night, so it wouldn’t be a problem if the remaining wood got wet
from a little snow. He’d be out of here tomorrow.
Returning to the front of the cabin, Talbot found, to his
amazement, the injured wolf not 15 feet from the door. Talbot
froze; the animal did not, and it made an attempt to come at him.
He threw the heavy tarp at the snarling but wobbly wolf. Tangled
in the tarp, she fell and didn’t get up. She raised her head, tried to
get up but couldn’t, and finally resigned herself to lying in the
snow. The animal was just about done. With her last remaining
strength, she had tried to make it to the whining pup. Dragging the
tarp cautiously back toward him, he threw it over the terribly
wounded animal. It didn’t move. Talbot tied one corner of the
tarp to an old climbing piton driven between the logs of the cabin
and the other to the hitching post to give some shelter for the wolf
and also to keep the tarp from smothering her under the weight of
the falling snow. When he was finished, he looked at the lump
that was the wolf. Was she dead? Pulling his light from his jacket
pocket, he shined it on the tarp and waited. After a few moments
he saw the tarp rise slightly as she drew a breath. He wondered
how many more she had in her. It occurred to him that he was
just prolonging the animal’s agony, but for some reason he just
couldn’t bring himself to shoot her.
Back inside the cabin, he found the water was steaming and
turned the burner off. Measuring out a small amount of formula,
he mixed in the hot water until the mixture looked about right.
Now, how was he going to get this down the starving pup? After a
brief look around the shack, he found nothing suitable, so he decided that it was going to have to be a spoon or nothing. Finally
warm, the pup had fallen asleep, but Talbot knew the starving pup
needed something in its lank little stomach. After a close look,
Talbot decided that he had been right; the pup couldn’t have
been much more than two weeks old. When he lifted the pup, it
came awake with a yelp, struggling to get away. Talbot lifted the
pup a little higher to make a gender assessment: a little boy.
Once the formula was sufficiently
heated, Talbot dipped his finger in it and
rubbed it on the pup’s mouth. It was a
long way from mom’s milk, but it was all
he had; the pup, however, was not interested and was struggling to get away. He
rubbed more milk on his mouth, but the
pup still struggled. So Talbot just sat there
holding the squirming pup, and soon
enough, he weakened and stopped his
protests. Talbot held the pup for a few
minutes more and then tried to spoon the
formula into the pup’s mouth; most of the liquid spilled onto the
pup and the floor. After about the third attempt, the pup began
showing some interest, but at this rate, it would be morning before
he got more than a tablespoon down the little guy.
“What am I thinking?” Talbot asked aloud. He reached behind him and pulled the saddlebag around, fishing out a 10 CC
syringe. Drawing it full of the warm formula, he placed it into the
pup’s mouth and pushed the plunger gently. After a moment, the
half-starved and half-frozen pup responded, suckling the syringe.
It was a slow process, but the little guy finally got enough. With
something in his tummy and warmer than he had been in some
time, the little fuzzball fell asleep in Talbot’s lap.
Before he ended up like the sleeping puppy, Talbot decided
he’d better act on his earlier idea before he got any warmer and
his idea got any less appealing. Wrapping the sleeping pup in his
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saddle blanket, he laid him back away from the fire. Dragging his
quickly stiffening body up from the cold floor, he put on his hat
and coat and then grabbed the things he’d taken out of his saddlebag. Fishing his readers out of the front pocket of his Carhart vest
pocket, he struggled to read the dosage chart on the bottle of antibiotic in the dim light, but he managed it and did the math in his
head, guesstimating the wolf’s weight. Rinsing and drying the syringe, he fitted a 10 gauge needle to it and drew up the powerful
antibiotic. Capping the needle, he put the hypodermic syringe
between his teeth, picked up his heavy felt saddle pad and knife,
and pushed through the door into the steadily falling snow. Looking to his right, he saw that the snow had completely covered the
tarp, but a clear bump was visible about the middle of it where the
wolf lay. At the noise, the wolf stirred but not enough for him to
tell where the head was and where the butt was.
The tarp was heavy, and with the added weight of the snow, it
would be difficult for the wounded wolf to attack him. Nevertheless, his experience told him caution should be exercised. He bit
down on the barrel of the syringe, and then walking onto the tarp,
he poked at the lump to determine which way it was turned. He
found out in the next breath. The wolf came up with a fierce
growl. Instantly Talbot swung the thick saddle pad over the wolf’s
head and drove it to the ground with his knee. With his left elbow, he pushed the struggling wolf’s body down and swept away
the snow. Feeling through the tarp for the muscular back leg, he
found it, and in one practiced motion, he whipped the syringe out
of his mouth, de-capped it with his teeth, drove the stout needle
through the tarp, and injected the now screaming animal with the
antibiotic and powerful pain medication.
Pushing away from the frightened and angry animal, Talbot
came to his feet, grabbed his saddle pad, and moved away quickly.
The big animal thrashed under the tarp for a few moments and
then lay still. In reality, the wolf had offered little resistance to the
manhandling she had just taken.
He checked on Taco and found him more
than a little snorty over the new resident. Talbot
patted the gelding on the neck and soothed him:
“Easy boy. There’s nothing to worry about; the
smell of your new friend there will keep most of
the other predators away.”
He headed back to the cabin, pushing
through the door and back into the relative
warmth of the tight cabin. The wolf hadn’t left a
blood trail that he noticed, so it shouldn’t attract
anything unwanted, and if so, Taco would let
him know about that. He crawled into his bed
roll and, surprisingly, was only up twice with the pup. The first
time it woke Talbot, it was fretting because it had squirmed itself
out from under the horse blanket and discovered himself cold
and alone. The second time, he was hungry. After that, Talbot
folded the pup into a towel to soak up any accidents and then
stuffed him into his sleeping bag with him. Each time he woke up,
he checked on the mother; both times he found she was still
breathing.
After the feeding at around 4:00 a.m., he fell soundly asleep.
Sometime later, something woke him. He had no idea how much
time had passed. Looking toward the windows, he could see that it
was just coming daylight. It was cold in the cabin. The fire had
died down to just a few embers. He lay there very still, listening.
He could hear just the slightest breeze past the window. Carried
(Continued on page 16)
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on that breeze he heard what he thought was a running engine far
off, but it was lost in the whispering of the wind in the pine boughs.
Dragging himself out of his bed roll, he got into his clothes,
threw on his heavy Carhart jacket, and stirred the fire. The embers
glowed and then flickered as sparks rose. Then a small flame leapt
out of the sparkling embers. He added some small, split aspen
wood. The fire caught quickly; then he added more wood, and
soon he had a good warming fire. Talbot then put water on the
butane cook top for coffee, grabbed his .45-70, and cautiously
pushed open the heavy cabin door.
There was a good cover of snow on the ground. The tarp over
the wolf was completely covered except for the ends tied to the
house and hitching post for ventilation. There was still a noticeable
bump under the tarp. He stood very still and watched. The bump
moved. He shook his head with surprise. Pushing on through the
door, he headed to the corral. The startled wolf struggled under
the weight of the tarp and its heavy blanket of snow.
Taco nickered as Talbot approached: “Sorry bud; no feed this
morning. I’ll pick some up for you today.” Steam rose from the
horse’s nostrils as he snorted. Talbot patted him and then turned
back to survey the cabin and his situation. He had a two-week-old
starving pup with the wrong thing to feed it, he was sure. He had a
badly injured, possibly dying female wolf. There was about three
inches of snow on the ground, and it looked like more was on the
way. Why hadn’t he just shot the female and let the pup freeze
overnight? “Nature was a cruel master; animals die in the wild all
the time,” he reasoned.
Disgusted, he knew why and stomped off toward the cabin.
More than a half century ago, his father
had taught him to be a good steward of
the living things God had put on this
earth. His father was a devoutly religious
man and took care of the land and what it
produced long before it became popular
or politically correct. “Waste not, want
not,” he had heard from his father so
many times. “But what good was them
damned old predators?” he’d once cried
when a bobcat had caught one of his
chickens. “They control some pests that
can harm crops and destroy our animals’
feed, and they keep the animals we do eat
strong and disease free by taking the weak and sick.” But he’d seen
his father shoot coyotes, bobcats, and hawks. “Son, there is a balance, and we are part of it and part of His plan. Sometimes, their
numbers will grow and there will be more predators than food.
When that balance gets off, they threaten our food as their food
supplies dry up. Nature will select some of the weaker to die, and
we have to select some of the more troublesome to be eliminated
so that we don’t starve.”
Unlike some of the radical environmentalist and animal rights
groups, Talbot’s father had no qualms about eliminating a threatening animal, and Talbot had learned that from him because it was
reasonable and he did not believe they were more important than
people—though Talbot did like animals more than most people he
knew. A rocky marriage, a stormy divorce, and an ex that turned
his kids against him and cleaned him out financially would do that
to a man. But that was another time, and right now he had a thorny
problem on his hands.
Grabbing the corner of the snow-covered tarp, he heaved it
back. The wolf sat up, growling, but didn’t attempt to come after
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him. This big girl was going to need something to eat if she and
that pup were going to survive—and she would need to feed her
pup soon. He surveyed the female: the left front shoulder was
not bleeding, and she was laying on the right side, so he couldn’t
assess the condition of her right hip and leg, but from what he’d
seen last night, it was much worse than her shoulder.
As Talbot moved toward the door, the big female clamored
to unsteady feet. It looked like she was trying to cut him off to
the door. Talbot swung his rifle around to fend her off, but it was
unnecessary as she tangled herself in the tarp and went sprawling,
damaged shoulder giving way and folding beneath her. She
plowed nose first into the snow, rolling onto her left side. Flailing
against the ground in an attempt to gain her footing, the right rear
leg below the knee was flopping loosely. Those injuries were not
from a fight with another animal, he discovered. She’d been shot!
Talbot had seen enough gunshot wounds to know.
Then, suddenly, he realized something even more stunning.
“Oh damn!” he swore aloud. She wasn’t a “she”! She was a “he”!
Though no lupine expert, Talbot knew that all wolf pack members took care of the young. It was a priority. If the pups didn’t
survive, the pack didn’t survive. But whether this was the alpha,
beta, or some other member of the pack, he didn’t know. The
only thing he knew for sure was that it wasn’t the mom. As the
badly crippled wolf struggled upright, Talbot passed him and
entered the cabin. After feeding the pup again, he fired up the
butane stove to heat water for some much needed coffee.
He looked through the food stock once more. “Who eats
this stuff?” he asked aloud as he picked up one of several cans of
whole boiled chickens. He chuckled; he
knew exactly who would eat it. “Thank you,
Lord,” he mumbled as he manipulated the
worn-out can opener. Draining off the broth
into a plastic container for later use, he carefully opened the door. The wolf had
worked his way to within five feet of the
door. It looked up at him, made an effort to
move toward the door but thought better of
it, and just lay there staring up at him. Talbot opened the door a little wider and
tossed the chicken out in front of the animal. He sniffed at it but didn’t move. Talbot figured the big wounded predator was
more worried about the pup in the cabin than the food lying in
front of him. Closing the cabin door, he went to the window and
peeped around the casing so he could look out without being
seen. He watched the wolf just to see what he would do.
The dark-colored boy watched the door for a few moments
and then looked right at Talbot’s barely visible face in the window. Talbot didn’t move, but the wolf had him pegged. Chuckling to himself, he moved back to the door. Pushing it open, he
stared out into those expressive amber eyes. There did not seem
to be any aggression in them—just a mistrust driven by instinct in
this injured, wild animal.
Talbot didn’t want a mad wolf in the small cabin with him,
injured or not, so he cracked open the door only a little to get
more of his upper body out. “You’d better eat that, or I’ll feed it
to the raccoons.” As though the wolf understood what he’d just
said, he snatched up the chicken and started eating. Talbot
pulled the door shut, laughing. “What do I do now?” he thought.

Part II will be featured in the next newsletter!
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Homemade Dog Treat Recipe
Oatmeal Cookie Treats
Ingredients:
2 cups rice 2 packages regular flavor oatmeal (mixed w/milk)
1/4 cup molasses
4 tbsp applesauce
1/2 tbsp vegetable oil

1 cup carrots
1/2 tbsp brown gravy mix
1-1/4 cup flour
1/3 cup spinach

Instructions:
1. Preheat oven to 350 degrees.
2. Stir ingredients, adding flour gradually.
3. Drop on cookie sheet using teaspoon. Bake 15-20 minutes or until golden brown.
Makes approx. 20 cookies. Enjoy!!!

Homemade Dog Treat Recipe
Yogurt Pups
Ingredients:
16 oz plain nonfat yogurt
3/4 cup water
1 tbsp chicken bouillon granules
Instructions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Dissolve bouillon in water.
Combine water and yogurt in blender and blend thoroughly.
Pour into small containers for freezing.
Cover and freeze.

The recipes on this page are from Bullwrinkle.com, an English Bulldog site designed to inform, supply, and
entertain; providing information to promote good health and educate owners, breeders, exhibitors, or just
bulldog lovers about unique health care problems and behaviors. The site is updated weekly so check back
often! We are located at www.bullwrinkle.com.
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FLORIDA LUPINE ASSOCIATION, INC.
P.O. Box 142, Crescent City, FL 32112-0142
MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
New Membership ______ Renew Membership ______ Date ___________________
Individual* (FL Residents) _____ $25

Individual Affiliate (out of state) _____ $15

Family* (FL Residents) _____ $35

Family Affiliate (out of state) _____ $20

Junior Membership _____ $10 Business Affiliate (out of state) _____ $40
Business Membership _____ $50 Donation Only (no membership) $________
Name:_____________________________________________________________________________
Address:___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
Phone:________________________________ Email:_____________________________________
*These are the only voting categories.
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